
Dear Distinguished Members of WFHSS,

Hereby l want to put forward my candidacy for the executive committee of the WFHSS. ln the first
place ldo it because l believe lcan contribute to the realization of the mission of the WFHSS: namely
the necessary further scientific support of the sterilization practice. ln this domain, as you can see in
my CV, l have a number of researches and peer-reviewed pub|ications. l gave a lot of invited lectures
on either my own researches or other scientific topics. ln this way, l believe that l had an important
contributlon and impact on sterilization sciences.

l was the vice-president and scientific officer in the previous executive committee. l was responsible
for practical training course and WFHSS Research Grant project.l was co-responsible for preparing
thescientific program of annua| conferences of WFHSS since 2013. l believe that together with the
scientific committee members, l could succeed to create satisfactory, high level scientific programs in

which we could combine daily practice with science.

Being part of WFHSS EC is also important to me as president of DAS (Turkish Society for Disinfection
Antisepsis and Sterilization). lt allows me and my country to be able to stay connected with the rest
of the world in field of sterilization. The past has proven that,thanks to this connection, sterilization
in my country could develop much faster. l do not only want to continue this line, but also want to
support the establishment of national sterilization associations in countries where these do not yet
exist, especially in the Near, Middle and Far East. l believe with all my heart that by means of
dedicated national sterilization associations, we can achieve the best sterilization practices all over
the wor|d which is also the "raison d'ötre" of WFHSS.

Hopefully l can count on your support to achieve these goals.
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